Ventures Online
Resources for Tutors
Logging in

www.Cambridge.org/ventures/resources

Use the following for logging in
Email: heather@literacyforall.org
Password: Literacy2018
What to find when you get there

Placement tests
Career and Educational Pathways Worksheets
Collaborative Worksheets
Writing Worksheets
Picture Dictionary Cards and Worksheets (Levels Basic – 2)
Multilevel Worksheets
Self-assessments

Vocabulary Index
Projects
Answer Keys
Audio Scripts
ELP Standards (for each lesson)
Real Life Document samples
Teaching tips
Reminder:

Student’s Book = The book you work in together and the one you plan from

Workbook = The book the student keeps for homework and review
Level 1 Student's Book

Level 1 (by Unit) Vocabulary Index
134KB

Level 1 All Collaborative Worksheets
5723KB

Level 1 All Flashcards Picture Dictionary
7626KB

Level 1 All Multilevel Worksheets
10028KB

Level 1 All Projects
214KB
UNIT 1

Projects

Popular names

A Use the Internet.
Find popular names for girls and for boys.

Keywords: U.S. baby names, popular names for girls, popular names for boys

B Make two lists.
Write 10 names for girls.
Write 10 names for boys.

C Share your information.
Make a class poster.
Write all the names from your lists.
Write the names in alphabetical order.
What are the class's favorite names?
Take a class vote.

Girls' names | Boys' names
--- | ---
1. Sophia | 1. Ethan
2. Olivia | 2. Jacob
3. Isabella | 3. Michael
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Level 1 Student's Book

Level 1 (by Unit) Vocabulary Index
134KB
Level 1 All Collaborative Worksheets
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Level 1 All Flashcards Picture Dictionary
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10026KB
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## Level 1 Student's Book

### Level 1 Unit 1 All Lessons Collaborative Worksheets
- Unit 1, 897KB

### Level 1 Unit 1 All Lessons Multilevel Worksheets
- Unit 1, 4321KB

### Level 1 Unit 1 CASAS Test Prop
- Unit 1, 148KB

### Level 1 Unit 1 Flashcards Picture Dictionary
- Unit 1, 140KB

### Level 1 Unit 1 Lesson A Collaborative Worksheets
- Unit 1, Lesson A, 614KB
Lesson A

Listening

Unit 1 Personal information

A. Circle the correct items.
1. last name  Mason Jane
2. zip code 33010 845
3. first name Ricardo Baker
4. country Florida United States
5. area code 305 10974

B. Complete the driver's license.

10011 Jane Mason Street

NEW YORK STATE

DRIVER'S LICENSE
ID: 123-45-6789
First name: Jane
Last name: Mason
Address: 2365 Main St
New York, NY 1 ___ ___ ___ ___
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Level 1 Workbook

UNIT
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Level 1 Workbook
Level 1 Workbook Classroom Audio
29541KB
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Level 1 Student’s Book

Level 1 College and Career Readiness Worksheets Teaching Tips
307KB

Level 1 Teaching Tips All Collaborative Worksheets
95KB

Level 1 Teaching Tips Categorize Collaborative Worksheets

Download
Download
Download
Using the College & Career Readiness (CCR) Worksheets: Ventures Level 1

The purpose of the CCR Worksheets is to build critical thinking skills and use informative texts to help master complex CCR Standards. They specifically address

**CCR Anchor 9**: Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics to build knowledge or to compare approaches the authors take.

The CCR worksheets enable students to:

- **Cite Evidence** by responding to TDQs and citing evidence to demonstrate comprehension of non-fictional texts
- **Identify and use Academic Words** that appear in formal texts (spoken and written)
- **Promote practice of Academic Language**
- **Develop Critical Thinking Skills** by comparing and analyzing two or more articles on the same topic (CCR Anchor 9).
- **Build Knowledge** by having students write expository texts such as compare/contrast, summary, opinion, argument, problem/solution to demonstrate comprehension. (Levels 3 – 5)
Other Ventures Resources

Guide to Teaching Remotely
Teacher’s Edition / Tests with Answer Keys
Ventures Arcade
Cambridge Dictionary
Guide to Teaching Remotely

https://literacyforall.org/docs/VENTURE_RTG_V3_(1).pdf
Teacher’s Editions

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1epGlUU3QgRmNN1F8svdcXDqS0UZJ0q?usp=sharing

Placement Tests
Tests
Audio Files
Grammar Presentation Videos
Full Teacher’s Editions with Answer Key
Ventures Arcade

https://www.cambridge.org/us/esl/venturesadulted/venturesarcade/
Cambridge Dictionary

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/